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In Brief
Smith et al. demonstrate that edge and
uniform luminance stimuli activate
modular maps of luminance polarity (dark
versus light) in layer 2/3 of primary visual
cortex. Individual neurons integrate
polarity with orientation, preserving
polarity specific signals for downstream
cortical areas.
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The spatial arrangement of luminance increments
(ON) and decrements (OFF) falling on the retina pro-
vides a wealth of information used by central visual
pathways to construct coherent representations of
visual scenes. But how the polarity of luminance
change is represented in the activity of cortical cir-
cuits remains unclear. Using wide-field epifluores-
cence and two-photon imaging we demonstrate a
robust modular representation of luminance polarity
(ON or OFF) in the superficial layers of ferret primary
visual cortex. Polarity-specific domains are found
with both uniform changes in luminance and single
light/dark edges, and include neurons selective for
orientation and direction of motion. The integration
of orientation and polarity preference is evident in
the selectivity and discrimination capabilities of
most layer 2/3 neurons. We conclude that polarity
selectivity is an integral feature of layer 2/3 neurons,
ensuring that the distinction between light and dark
stimuli is available for further processing in down-
stream extrastriate areas.
INTRODUCTION
Selectivity for the polarity of luminance transitions (a preference
for ON versus OFF) is a prominent feature of neural responses
early in the visual pathway and is a key organizing principle of
retinal and LGN circuits. Neurons of both the retina and LGN
exhibit either ON- or OFF- center receptive fields, and show po-
larity-based anatomical segregation in distinct layers of the
retina, as well as in the LGN of carnivores and primates (Fami-
glietti et al., 1977; LeVay and McConnell, 1982; Nelson et al.,
1978; Schiller and Malpeli, 1978; Stryker and Zahs, 1983; Con-
way and Schiller, 1983). In visual cortex, ON- and OFF-center
thalamocortical axons converge onto layer 4 neurons generating
orientation selective simple cells that exhibit ON and OFF re-
sponses (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Tanaka, 1983; Reid and
Alonso, 1995; Usrey et al., 2003). Layer 4 simple cells in turn pro-
vide input to complex cells in layer 2/3 that exhibit overlapping
ON and OFF response fields (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Martinand Whitteridge, 1984; Alonso and Martinez, 1998; Martinez
and Alonso, 2001). As a result of this convergence, the fate of po-
larity signals in the superficial layers of primary visual cortex—the
layers that are critical for the function of downstream extrastriate
areas—has remained unclear. Although several recent studies
have emphasized an OFF bias in the responses of layer 2/3 neu-
rons (Yeh et al., 2009; Xing et al., 2010), polarity selectivity has
not been considered a major factor in the mechanisms that un-
derlie coding of visual information by layer 2/3 neurons.
However, several lines of evidence suggest that some degree
of polarity selectivity might be maintained in the responses
of layer 2/3 neurons. In carnivores, ON and OFF LGN axons
arborize in a spatially segregated pattern within cortical layer 4
(Jin et al., 2008; McConnell and LeVay, 1984; Zahs and Stryker,
1988), and recent evidence indicates that this organization is
preserved in a modular clustering of ON or OFF biases in the re-
sponses of layer 4 simple cells (Jin et al., 2011b; Wang et al.,
2015), a major source of input to layer 2/3. Studies that have
explored the responses of layer 2/3 neurons to uniform changes
in luminance also demonstrate that individual neurons can
exhibit preferences for luminance increments or decrements
(Jung and Baumgartner, 1955; Hung et al., 2001; Kinoshita and
Komatsu, 2001; Peng and Van Essen, 2005; Dai and Wang,
2012). Nevertheless, the degree to which neurons in layer 2/3
of primary visual cortex exhibit polarity specific responses re-
mains unclear, as does the relation between polarity selectivity
and the representation of other stimulus properties, such as
selectivity for orientation and direction.
By employing the highly-sensitive calcium indicator GCaMP6s
in conjunction with wide-field and two-photon imaging, we
demonstrate a robust modular representation of luminance
polarity in the superficial layers of ferret primary visual cortex.
Uniform changes in luminance reveal a modular arrangement
of neurons in layer 2/3 that respond preferentially to the polarity
of stimulus transitions. Presentation of single light/dark edges
also evokes a strong polarity-specific pattern in layer 2/3 that ex-
tends beyond domains strongly driven by uniform luminance,
and includes neurons selective for orientation and direction of
motion.Moreover, the integration of orientation and polarity pref-
erence is evident in the selectivity and discrimination capabilities
of most layer 2/3 neurons. We conclude that polarity selectivity
is a prominent organizing feature of layer 2/3 neurons in primary
visual cortex, one that ensures that the distinction between light
and dark stimuli is available for further processing in downstream
extrastriate areas.Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 805
RESULTS
A Modular Representation of Uniform Luminance
Polarity in Layer 2/3
To probe the population representation of luminance polarity in
the superficial layers of visual cortex, we utilized virally-ex-
pressed GCaMP6s in conjunction with wide-field epifluores-
cence imaging to visualize neural activity over cortical regions
spanning several millimeters in diameter. We first examined the
patterns of activity evoked by increments and decrements in uni-
form (full-field) luminance changes. This stimulus produced
robust and reliable increases in the magnitude of GCaMP fluo-
rescent signal across the visual cortex (Figure 1A). Strikingly,
increases in luminance (ON-steps) produced a distinct and
largely complementary pattern of activation from decreases in
luminance (OFF-steps, Figure 1A), and difference images re-
vealed a mapping of polarity preference for ON and OFF transi-
tions across the cortex (Figure 1B and see Figure S1 and Movie
S1 available online). Notably, these ON and OFF responses
reflect changes in relative as opposed to absolute luminance,
as equivalent polarity preference maps could be generated
when ON and OFF steps were made to the same luminance (Fig-
ures S2A and S2B).
For a functional map to be considered meaningful, it should
exhibit a reliable spatial pattern of activation for each stimulus,
as well as show limited overlap in the activation patterns elicited
by opposing stimuli. The high signal-to-noise of GCaMP6s,
coupled with the high spatial resolution of wide-field epifluores-
cence imaging, allowed us to compare the responses to ON and
OFF stimuli on individual trials. We find significant trial-to-trial
correlations in the spatial response pattern within each stimulus
and weak correlations between stimuli (Figures 1E and S1D, r =
0.54 ± 0.05 for trial maps with the same polarity, and r = 0.11 ±
0.04 for trial maps with different polarity, n = 15 maps from
15 animals), demonstrating a strong and reliable mapping of
polarity preference in primary visual cortex. Furthermore, we
did not find any age-related differences in polarity selectivity
(median selectivity: r = 0.15, p = 0.59, top tenth percentile of
selectivity: r = 0.01, p = 0.95, n = 15 maps), observing strong
polarity maps in all ages examined, extending from just after
eye opening (P30) to adulthood (P498) (Figure S1).
Cellular Mapping of Polarity Preference in Layer 2/3
Wide-field epifluorescence imaging reflects aggregate neural
activity at the population level, mixing signals originating in
axons, dendrites, and somata. To determine if polarity maps ob-
tained through epifluorescence imaging reflect the properties of
individual layer 2/3 neurons, we performed two-photon imaging
of identified GCaMP-labeled neurons. Significant ON and OFF
responses could be evoked in a majority of visually responsive
neurons (57%, 4,456/7,752, from 73 2D planes in 23 unique
x-y locations in 10 animals) and polarity preferences — quanti-
fied by computing an ON – OFF ratio (OOR), where 1 indicates
responses driven entirely by OFF stimuli, and 1 corresponds to
entirely ON responses — showed a strong correspondence to
maps obtained with wide-field imaging (Figure 1C; Movie S2).
Quantifying the polarity preference across all layer 2/3 neurons,
we find a small but significant bias in the number of cells selec-806 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.tive for ON stimuli (Figure 1F, OOR = 0.12 ± 0.01, mean ± SEM
across n = 4,456 neurons; WSR: p < 0.001). Interestingly, re-
sponses to luminance steps were transient, returning to baseline
after several seconds (mean response over last 2 s of stimulus
versus first 2 s: 0.32 ± 0.04%, mean ± SEM, n = 4,456 neurons,
Figure 1D). A small fraction of neurons exhibited sustained re-
sponses (4.35%, 194 of 4,456 neurons), and may be analogous
to the ‘‘luxotonic’’ cells described previously, which display sus-
tained responses to prolonged (>1 min) luminance stimuli (Bar-
tlett and Doty, 1974). Notably, these luxotonic neurons are found
frequently in primates (Bartlett and Doty, 1974; Kayama et al.,
1979) but only comprise 4% of neurons in the cat (DeYoe and
Bartlett, 1980).
Polarity preferences in layer 2/3 neurons appear to exhibit
strong spatial organization, both tangentially across the cortical
surface and radially across depth in layer 2/3 (Figure 1G). To
quantitatively assess the degree of spatial clustering, we
computed the pairwise difference in polarity preference as a
function of horizontal separation. The slope of this relationship
provides ameasure of the dependence of the similarity in polarity
preference on distance, and was significantly greater than in
position-shuffled data (Figure 1H, bootstrap versus shuffled
maps, p < 0.0001, n = 73 2D planes from 10 animals). To assess
radial clustering, we compared the polarity preference of each
neuron in an imaged volume to all cells located within a radially
oriented 100 mm diameter cylinder. We again find a significantly
greater similarity compared to shuffled data (Figure 1I, p = 0.003,
n = 18 volumes from 8 animals), demonstrating a strong modular
organization of polarity preference in layer 2/3 neurons.
Perceptually, the ability to detect a luminance change is
dependent on both the magnitude of the change and the com-
bined luminance across the change (Whittle, 1986) (termed
Michelson contrast). We observed a strong linear relationship
between response amplitude and Michelson contrast both for
individual layer 2/3 neurons (Figure 1J, r = 0.91, p < 0.001, n =
1,660 cells from4 animals) and in wide-field imaging (Figure S2C,
r = 0.81, p < 0.001). These results indicate that the luminance
response of layer 2/3 cells exhibits the properties that would
be expected for circuits that underlie the perception of uniform
luminance changes.
Relative Responsiveness to Uniform Luminance and
Grating Stimuli Varies across the Cortical Surface
Given that selectivity for the orientation of edges is such a domi-
nant property of layer 2/3 neurons, we naturally wondered how
this pattern of activity driven by changes in uniform luminance
was related to patterns of activity driven by drifting, grating
stimuli. To examine the strength of uniform luminance and grating
responses across the cortex, we compared the pixel-wise
maximum response found across uniform luminance stimuli with
that found across all orientations of grating stimuli. Population re-
sponses evoked by uniform luminance transitions varied in
strength across the cortical surface, displaying a prominent
patchy organization (Figure 2A). To compare the magnitude of
these responses to thoseevokedbygratings (Figure2B)wedevel-
oped a metric of relative response strength, termed response
strength index (RSI). RSI values of 1 indicate responses driven
solely by grating stimuli, whereas values of 1 indicate responses
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Figure 1. Modular Mapping of Polarity Preference in Layer 2/3 of Visual Cortex
(A) Single condition ON and OFF responses to uniform luminance polarity transitions visualized with wide-field epifluorescence imaging (PD35 ferret).
(B) Polarity difference map reveals the differential ON–OFF response. Scale bars, 1 mm.
(C) Polarity preferences of individual layer 2/3 cells overlaid on the wide-field map in (B). Scale bars, 100 mm.
(D) Representative responses for three neurons highlighted in (C) showing OFF, ON, and nonselective responses.
(E) Polarity maps (n = 15) show high trial-to-trial correlations within stimulus andweak correlations across stimuli (error bars aremean ± SEM, open circles indicate
individual animals; *p < 0.05, #p < 0.0001).
(F) Cellular polarity preferences (ON–OFF ratio, OOR) display a slight dominance for ON responses.
(G) Cellular polarity preferences show spatial organization, both horizontally and vertically within layer 2/3. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(H) (Left) Horizontal clustering was quantified by comparing the neuronal pairwise difference in OOR in each planar field of view as a function of pairwise horizontal
distance for actual and position shuffled data (median of 10,000 shuffles shown). Dashed lines indicate linear fits from 0 to 300 mm separation. The slope of the
linear fit is used to assess the significance of clustering versus shuffle. (Right) Distribution of linear slopes for 10,000 shuffles and actual data (red arrow)
demonstrates significant horizontal clustering (p < 0.0001).
(I) Vertical clustering was computed by comparing the similarity of polarity preference for neurons within a cylinder of 100 mm diameter. Differences in preference
within vertical cylinders for actual data (blue) are significantly smaller than those after shuffling neuronal positions (red).
(J) Response amplitude in individual neurons is proportional to Michelson contrast.
See also Figures S1 and S2, Movie S1, and Movie S2.
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Figure 2. Responses to Uniform Luminance Steps Are Spatially Restricted across Visual Cortex
(A and B) Response strength varies across cortex for (A) uniform luminance stimuli (maximum of ON and OFF) and (B) oriented gratings (maximum across
orientations).
(C) The response strength index (RSI) also varies across cortical surface. Scale bar, 1 mm for (A)–(C).
(D and E) Varied response to uniform luminance steps and gratings in layer 2/3 neurons. (D) Representative examples showing grating and uniform luminance
evoked responses in individual neurons drawn from the full RSI distribution (E) at positions indicated by colored squares. (E) Distribution of RSI across individual
neurons shows the majority of cells are dominated by grating evoked responses.
(F) Spatial clustering of cellular RSI (left) corresponds to wide-field organization (right). White box in (C) indicates region shown in (F). Scale bar, 100 mm.
(G and H) Spatial clustering of grating and uniform luminance response strength at the cellular level. (G). Neuronal pairwise difference in response strength index
(RSI) as a function of pairwise horizontal distance for actual and position shuffled data (median of 10,000 shuffles shown). Dashed lines indicate linear fits from 0 to
300 mmseparation. The slope of the linear fit is used to assess the significance of clustering versus shuffle. (H). Distribution of linear slopes for 10,000 shuffles and
actual data (red arrow) demonstrates significant horizontal clustering (p < 0.0001).
See also Figures S3–S5.driven solely by luminance steps. Maps of RSI also revealed a
patchy organization, with some regions strongly dominated by
grating responses, whereas other areas exhibited comparable re-
sponses to grating and uniform luminance stimuli (Figure 2C). This
organization suggests a partial segregation of neurons that are
responsive to uniform luminance and grating stimuli.
In order to evaluate this relationship at the cellular level, we
employed the same analysis with luminance and grating stimuli
using two-photon imaging. A similar distribution of RSI values
was observed in the responses of single neurons, with themajor-
ity of cells more strongly driven by grating stimuli (Figures 2D
and 2E, n = 7,752 neurons from 10 animals). Interestingly, we
also identified a spatially clustered population of neurons driven
weakly by oriented gratings, but strongly by changes in uniform
luminance (Figure 2D, right). Overall, neurons exhibited signifi-
cant spatial clustering according to RSI (Figures 2F–2H, boot-
strap versus shuffled maps, p < 0.0001, n = 73 2D planes from
10 animals), confirming the patchy nature of the response to
changes in uniform luminance observed with wide-field imaging.
We also found a strong relationship between RSI and selectivity
for both luminance polarity and grating orientation. Neurons
with high RSI (responses dominated by luminance change) ex-
hibited higher selectivity for polarity and reduced orientation808 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.selectivity compared with neurons dominated by grating re-
sponses, consistent with electrophysiological observations in
the cat (Dai and Wang, 2012) (Figures S3A–S3E; correlation of
RSI versus polarity selectivity: r = 0.33, p < 0.001, n = 4,456 lumi-
nance-step responsive cells from 10 animals; RSI versus orienta-
tion selectivity: r =0.40, p < 0.001, n = 6,988 grating responsive
cells from10 animals). Importantly, although thepreferred grating
frequency was lower for luminance-dominated neurons (defined
asRSI>0.3, seeExperimental procedures), thesecells continued
to exhibit reduced orientation selectivity even at their preferred
stimulus (Figures S3F–S3H, KW: p < 0.001, post hoc WRS: lumi-
nance- versus grating- dominated: p < 0.001, n = 92, 458).
The presence of a vigorous response to full-field stimuli
coupled with a preference for lower frequency gratings suggests
that luminance-dominated neurons may exhibit larger receptive
fields. To facilitate this analysis, we split neurons into 3 bins
according to RSI (Figure S3A, see Experimental Procedures:
contrast-grating dominated neurons: RSI <0.3, corresponding
to approximately a 2:1 ratio of grating to uniform luminance
responses; uniform luminance dominated neurons: RSI > 0.3,
corresponding to approximately a 2:1 ratio of uniform luminance
to grating responses; and unbiased neurons: 0.3 < RSI < 0.3).
When stimulated with luminance steps confined to circular disks
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Figure 3. Strong Polarity Selective Responses Evoked by Visual Edges
(A) Schematic of edges of the same orientation, but different polarity: ON edge (a bright edge swept across a dark screen) and OFF edge (a dark edge swept
across a bright screen).
(B and C) Single condition responses to edges with same orientation but opposite polarities visualized with wide-field epifluorescence imaging: (B) ON edge and
(C) OFF edge. Scale bars, 1 mm.
(D) Representative responses from two highlighted regions in (B) and (C) demonstrate that drifting edge stimuli elicit polarity selective responses
(E) Polarity difference map of the single-condition edge maps in (B) and (C) reveals a differential ON–OFF response to edges of the same orientation. Scale
bar, 1 mm.
(F) The polarity difference map, averaged across all presented directions, resembles the polarity difference map for the single-direction shown in (E). Scale
bar, 1 mm.
(G) Wide-field maps from boxed region in (F) overlaid with polarity preference of individual layer 2/3 neurons. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(H) Representative responses for three neurons highlighted in (G) showing ON-selective, nonselective, and OFF-selective edge responses.
See also Movie S3.of varying size, we find that luminance-dominated neurons
exhibited a preference for significantly larger stimuli than cells
with grating-dominated responses (Figure S4, KW: p < 0.001,
post hoc WRS: luminance- versus grating- dominated: p <
0.001, n = 106, 259). To assess receptive field organization, we
utilized a drifting edge stimulus comprised of a single edge tran-
sitioning from either black-to-white (ON) or white-to-black (OFF).
Responses to the edge were back-projected into stimulus space
and thresholded to produce an estimate of the receptive field
organization (Fiorani et al., 2014) (Figures S5A–S5E). Lumi-
nance-dominated neurons displayed enlarged receptive fields
relative to grating-dominated neurons (Figure S5F, FWHM:
KW: p < 0.001, post hocWRS: luminance- versus grating- domi-
nated: p < 0.001, n = 234, 741). Additionally we found that lumi-
nance dominated cells exhibit less overlap between ON- and
OFF- receptive field sub-regions and more single-sign re-
sponses (Figures S5G and S5H, overlap index: KW: p < 0.001,
post hoc WRS: luminance- versus grating- dominated: p <0.001, n = 234, 741; fraction overlapping pixels: KW: p < 0.001,
post hoc WRS: luminance versus grating dominated: p <
0.001, n = 118, 466; single sign: c2 test for independence p <
0.001, post hoc c2, luminance- versus grating- dominated:
53.85% (126 / 234) versus 40.62% (301 / 741), p < 0.001).
Polarity Selective Responses Evoked by Edges
Taken together, these results clearly demonstrate that the polarity
of uniform luminance transitions is represented within a subset of
layer 2/3 neurons, in the form of a modular map of ON and OFF
preferences. But are polarity maps a feature unique to changes
in uniform luminance, or might a similar structure also apply to
luminance transitions that define object boundaries: i.e., edges?
To examine whether a polarity bias for edges is evident in layer
2/3, we employed a stimulus composed of a drifting edge defined
by a single luminance transition, as described above (Figure 3A).
Both polarities of drifting edges (ON and OFF) evoked vigorous
and reliable responses in thecortexat thepopulation level (FiguresNeuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 809
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Figure 4. Edges Reveal Widespread Polarity Selective Responses
(A) Polarity maps evoked by edge (left) and uniform luminance stimuli (right) are highly similar.
(B) However, relative polarity selectivity for edge versus uniform luminance stimuli varies across cortex in a spatially structured manner.
(C) The map of response strength index (RSI) is well correlated with the pattern of relative polarity selectivity (r = 0.36). Stars indicate corresponding reference
landmarks. Scale bars in (A)–(C), 1 mm.
(D) Wide-field maps from boxed region in (A) overlaid with polarity preference of individual layer 2/3 neurons. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(E) Elevated selectivity for polarity is revealed by edge stimuli for neurons dominated by grating responses (low RSI), whereas uniform luminance drives greater
selectivity for neurons with weak grating responses (high RSI). Stars indicate p < 0.003, post hoc MW test with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple com-
parisons. Error bars are mean ± SEM across neurons within RSI bins.
See also Figure S6.3B–3D). Notably edge stimuli with the sameorientation, but oppo-
site polarity, evoked different spatial response patterns, and clear
polaritydifferencemapscouldbecreated foreachorientation (Fig-
ure 3E;Movie S3). Polarity preferenceswere largely consistent for
each edge orientation as seen in the clear modular structure of
polarity preference maps produced by averaging ON and OFF
responses across orientations (Figure 3F). In identified layer 2/3
neurons under two-photon imaging, edge stimuli also evoked
vigorous responses that in many cases displayed strong selec-
tivity for edge polarity (Figure 3H), and which showed good corre-
spondence to preferences measured with wide-field imaging at
the same cortical location (Figure 3G). Together, these results
demonstrate that edges in the visual environment strongly drive
polarity selective circuits in layer 2/3.
To assess how the modular patterns evoked by edges
compare with those evoked by changes in uniform luminance,
we examined the polarity preference maps for both stimuli in
the same animal.We find a high degree of similarity in the polarity
maps evoked by each stimulus, with individual domains that
exhibit similar ON and OFF preferences to both stimuli (Figures
4A and S6). However, the degree of polarity selectivity in a given
region of cortex varies between the stimulus conditions, with810 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.some regions displaying elevated polarity selectivity for uniform
luminance transitions, and others for drifting edges (Figure 4B).
As might be expected, the pattern of relative polarity selectivity
is consistent with the degree of responsiveness to gratings
versus uniform luminance (Figure 4C): regions of the cortex
more strongly driven by gratings exhibit higher polarity selectivity
for edge stimuli than uniform luminance stimuli, and vice versa
for regions with strong uniform luminance responses (relative
selectivity versus RSI: r = 0.36 ± 0.05, n = 5).
At the cellular level, edges evoked polarity selective responses
with preferences similar to those elicited by uniform luminance
transitions (Figure 4D). As with wide-field imaging, the relative
degree of polarity selectivity varied as a function of RSI. Cells
strongly driven by uniform luminance exhibited weaker selec-
tivity to edge polarity (Figure 4E; WRS: p < 0.001 for RSI bins >
0.4, see Supplemental Information). In contrast, cells with low
RSI (strongly driven by gratings and weakly responsive to uni-
form luminance stimuli) showed greater polarity selectivity for
edges of their preferred orientation compared to uniform lumi-
nance stimuli (WRS: p < 0.003 for RSI bins < 0.2; p = 0.527
for RSI 0.2 to 0.4, see Supplemental statistics). These results
demonstrate that edges not only evoke polarity selective
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Figure 5. Polarity and Orientation Maps
Show High Coverage Despite a Lack of
Orthogonality
(A and B) Coverage for stimulus space is high at
the scale of cortical hypercolumns. (A) Stimulus-
space coverage for polarity, orientation and the
combination of both features for two search di-
ameters. (B) Coverage is high for all stimulus
spaces at a search area diameter roughly match-
ing the scale of a typical hypercolumn (1,000 mm).
Shaded areas indicate 95th confidence intervals.
Scale bars, 1 mm.
(C–F) Polarity and orientation maps lack
orthogonal organization. (C) Polarity preference
map overlaid with zero polarity contour line
(white line). (D) Orientation preference map,
overlaid with contour lines (each black line in-
dicates 30 separation). (E). Expanded region of
orientation map shown in (D) with orientation
contours (black) and polarity zero-contour
(white), showing regions of both parallel and
perpendicular contours. (F) Angular difference in
gradient direction between polarity and orienta-
tion maps. An orthogonal geometric relationship
would be indicated by an overrepresentation
of pixels near 90 degrees. Scale bars in (C) and
(D), 1 mm.
(G and H) Polarity and orientation hypercolumns
display structural differences. (G) Polarity hy-
percolumns are significantly wider than orienta-
tion hypercolumns, as quantified by the mean
domain spacing. (H) Polarity hypercolumns are
more spatially isotropic than orientation hyper-
columns. This difference was quantified by
computing the mean bandedness (i.e., stripe-
likeness) of polarity and orientation hyper-
columns. In (G) and (H), #p < 0.001, error bars
are mean ± SEM, and open circles indicate in-
dividual animals.responses similar to uniform luminance transitions, they do so
over a larger cortical area by driving selective responses in re-
gions poorly activated by changes in uniform luminance.
Overall, strong polarity selectivity (defined as a greater than
2:1 ratio of polarity-specific responses for either uniform lumi-
nance or edge stimuli) was observed in 57.8% of neurons
(2,021/3,498 responsive neurons, from 16 FOV in 4 animals).
Notably, the percentage of neurons with strong polarity selec-
tivity was similar for strongly orientation selective cells (56.9%,
1,620 of 2,847 cells with 1-circular variance > 0.3), as well as
for strongly direction selective cells (57.8%, 892 of 1,544 cells
with one-directional circular variance >0.3), demonstrating that
polarity selectivity is pervasive in layer 2/3 neurons and coexists
with strong orientation and direction selectivity.
Uniform Coverage of Orientation and Polarity
Polarity selectivity appears tobeawide-spread featureof layer2/3
responses to uniform luminance changes and edges,which raises
the question of whether this representation, like other modular
representations, repeats at a scale and with the regularity to
ensure uniform coverage across visual space. To address this,we computed coverage maps to quantify the percentage of a
given stimulus space that is representedwithin a given cortical re-
gion. Search areas ranged from 500–2,000 mm in diameter, and
coverage values of 100% indicate a complete representation (of
both ON and OFF polarity preferences, or 0 to 180 orientation
preferences),while 0% indicate only a single polarity or orientation
is represented within a local region. By definition, coverage of
orientation space is complete over a cortical area the size of an
orientation hypercolumn (approximately 1,000 mm; coverage:
97.2% ± 2.5%, mean ± 95% confidence intervals), and we find
that the representation of polarity preference also achieves uni-
form coverage at this scale (Figures 5A and 5B, 96.2% ± 5.9%,
mean ± 95% confidence intervals, n = 15 animals). Importantly,
the joint coverage of orientation and polarity at the hypercolumn
scalewasalsohigh (88.2%±4.5%,mean±95%confidence inter-
vals, n=15), indicating that thecortex iscapableof representingall
combinations of edge polarity and orientation.
Several studies have suggested that feature maps in the pri-
mary visual cortex are spatially arranged in an orthogonal
manner to maximize coverage of stimulus space across the vi-
sual field (Hu¨bener et al., 1997; Nauhaus et al., 2012; Yu et al.,Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 811
2005; but also see Ribot et al., 2013). Remarkably, no such rela-
tionship appears to exist for polarity and orientation maps, as the
intersection angles of the map gradients exhibit a near uniform
distribution (Figures 5C–5F, WSR: p = 0.60). Given this lack of
orthogonality between the orientation and polarity map, what
might account for the high degree of coverage we observe?
Although orthogonality in feature maps has been shown to pro-
duce optimal coverage of stimulus space (Swindale et al., 2000),
coverage can also be high if hypercolumns are of different
sizes or are spatially isotropic (Swindale, 1991). We therefore
fit wavelets to polarity and orientation maps to assess the local
size and shape of cortical domains. Indeed, we found that polar-
ity hypercolumns are approximately 25% larger than orientation
hypercolumns, (Figure 5G, polarity domain spacing: 1139.00 ±
49.83 mm, orientation domain spacing: 903.32 ± 29.92 mm,
mean ± SEM, n = 15 animals, one orientation and polarity map
from each animal, WSR: p < 0.0001) and significantly more
isotropic (Figure 5H, polarity bandedness: 0.0800 ± 0.0183,
orientation bandedness: 0.2408 ± 0.0052 mean ± SEM, n = 15
animals, one orientation and polarity map from each animal,
WSR: p = 0.004). These results suggest that the high degree of
coverage between orientation and polarity space is achieved
not through orthogonality, but rather through systematic differ-
ences in domain size and shape.
Cortical Response to Edges Reflects Both Orientation
and Polarity Preference
The prevalence of polarity selective responses in layer 2/3 neu-
rons that are strongly driven by edges raises the question of
how stimulus orientation and polarity interact in determining
the responses of layer 2/3 neurons. To evaluate this at the pop-
ulation level, we computed independent measures of polarity
and orientation preference (derived from uniform luminance
changes and grating stimuli, respectively) and asked how well
each preference map predicted the response to a single edge.
We constructed a matching response index (MI), reflecting the
fraction of the spatial response pattern that could be predicted
by either preference map, with MI = 1 reflecting a perfect cor-
respondence of the response pattern to the preference map,
0 indicating no correlation, and negative values indicating an
anti-correlation. Polarity preference maps predicted a small
but significantly positive fraction of edge responses (Figures
6A and 6B; MI = 0.090 ± 0.017, mean ± SEM, n = 124 edge
maps from 5 animals, WSR: p < 0.001). Orientation preference
maps yielded significantly better predictions of edge responses
(MI = 0.664 ± 0.012, mean ± SEM, n = 124 edge maps from 5 an-
imals, WSR: p < 0.001), however this still failed to account for the
response pattern in certain cortical regions (e.g., stars in Fig-
ure 6A). Instead, the intersection of both orientation and polarity
preference best predicted the spatial pattern of edge responses
(MI = 0.771 ± 0.020, mean ± SEM, n = 124 edge maps from 5
animals, WSR: p < 0.001), with responses restricted to regions
matching both dimensions of the stimulus. These results demon-
strate that polarity preferences defined from uniform luminance
stimuli significantly constrain the response pattern evoked by
visual edges and show that in order to account for the pattern
of population activity, it is necessary to consider both edge po-
larity and orientation.812 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.These results utilizing independently derived estimates of
polarity and orientation preference suggest that the cortex jointly
encodes both polarity and orientation in neuronal responses. If
such a joint representation is present, it should be manifest in
an interdependence of the selectivities for both stimulus fea-
tures. To address this at the population level, we examined the
degree to which selectivity for one stimulus dimension was
impacted by the properties of the other stimulus dimension.
Selectivity for the preferred polarity at the preferred orientation
was significantly higher than for either dimension alone (Figures
6C and 6D, n = 5 animals, WSR: p = 0.03). This enhancement in
selectivity was present across a large majority of cortical area
(Figure 6E, 83.34% ± 1.52%, mean ± SEM, n = 5 animals,
WSR: p = 0.03), including regions with weak responses to uni-
form luminance stimuli and strong responses to oriented grat-
ings (Figure 6F, n = 5 animals, WSR: p = 0.03 for all RSI values).
The conjoint representation of edge orientation and polarity is
also evident in the responses of individual neurons. Orientation
selectivity of individual neurons was significantly enhanced for
edges at the preferred polarity (Figures 7A and 7B; WSR: p <
0.001, n = 3,293). Similarly, the polarity selectivity of individual
neurons was significantly greater for edges at the preferred
orientation (Figures 7C and 7D; WSR: p < 0.001, n = 3,293).
These results demonstrate that the interaction of both edge
orientation and edge polarity plays a critical role in determining
the responses of layer 2/3 neurons.
Cooperative Discriminability of Stimulus Orientation
and Polarity
To understand how these effects might be conveyed to down-
stream areas and contribute to the processing of edges in the vi-
sual environment, we quantified the ability of individual neurons
to discriminate orientations while either ignoring or incorporating
luminance polarity information. We find that discriminability
(defined as d0 using ROC analysis) for both orthogonal and adja-
cent orientations is significantly greater when using edges of the
preferred polarity as opposed to ignoring luminance and pooling
responses across both ON and OFF edges (orthogonal: Fig-
ure 7E; WSR: p < 0.001, n = 3,293; adjacent: Figure 7F; WSR:
p < 0.001, n = 3,293). Similarly, discriminability of ON versus
OFF edges significantly improved at the preferred edge orienta-
tion (Figure 7G; WSR: p < 0.001, n = 3,293). Lastly, considering
both polarity and orientation preferences results in a combined
discriminability that is significantly higher than for either stimulus
dimension alone (Figure 7H; WSR: p < 0.001, n = 3,293), sug-
gesting cooperative interactions between polarity and orienta-
tion. Improvements in discriminability were observed for nearly
all cells, regardless of the RSI (Figure S7), demonstrating that a
joint encoding of orientation and polarity is a fundamental feature
of layer 2/3 neurons.
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate a robust modular representation of
luminance polarity in layer 2/3 of primary visual cortex. This novel
representation is reflected both in the organization of large-
scale population activity, and in the ordered arrangement of
polarity preference among individual layer 2/3 neurons. Polarity
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Figure 6. Response to Edges Depends on Luminance Polarity and Orientation
(A) Edge response is best predicted by intersection of polarity and orientation maps. Top: response masks derived from full field stimuli. (Bottom) Horizontal OFF
edge response. Yellow line denotes response mask boundary. Asterisks highlight regions in which response is poorly predicted by orientation mask. Scale
bar, 1 mm.
(B) Edge responses match intersection significantly better than either mask individually (#p < 0.001). Error bars indicate mean ± SEM, and gray points indicate
individual edge stimuli.
(C) Edge stimuli vary along both orientation and polarity dimensions.
(D) Stimulus selectivity along the intersection of both polarity and orientation dimensions is significantly higher than along either polarity or orientation alone.
(E) A large majority of imaged pixels exhibit greater selectivity for the intersection of polarity and orientation (83%) than for one dimension alone (polarity, 1%;
orientation, 16%).
(F) The degree of enhancement in selectivity depends on the response strength index (RSI, r = 0.66).
In (D)–(F), error bars are mean ± SEM; gray circles in (D) and (E) indicate individual animals.selectivity is a pervasive feature of layer 2/3 responses, evident
in neurons that are highly sensitive to changes in uniform lumi-
nance as well as those that are selective for edge orientation
and direction of motion. We conclude that selectivity for lumi-
nance polarity is a prominent organizing feature of layer 2/3 in
primary visual cortex, one that ensures that the distinction be-
tween light and dark stimuli is maintained for transmission to
downstream extrastriate areas.
Prior results utilizing intrinsic signal imaging indicated a lack of
polarity maps in layer 2/3 (Chapman and Go¨decke, 2002), sug-
gesting that segregated polarity preference was lost between
the input and output layers of primary visual cortex. However,
intrinsic signal imaging is limited by the nature of the hemody-
namic signal, and is likely to miss weak or transient responses.
We suspect that uniform luminance changes, because they
tend to evoke weaker and more transient responses than grat-ings, are likely insufficient to drive strong hemodynamic re-
sponses, perhaps accounting for the prior inability to visualize
polarity maps with intrinsic signal imaging (Chapman and Go¨d-
ecke, 2002). In contrast to intrinsic signal imaging, calcium imag-
ing is both highly sensitive and able to report rapid changes in
neural activity. Indeed, by utilizing GCaMP6s and wide-field epi-
fluorescence imaging we were able to measure a transient acti-
vation in response to uniform luminance changes with single-trial
resolution. Therefore our results, along with those of Wang and
colleagues (Wang et al., 2015), demonstrate that the merger of
ON and OFF pathways to generate orientation selective neurons
does not come at the expense of the differential representation
of ON and OFF. By showing the modular mapping of polarity
preference continues in the cortical output layer, our results sug-
gest that segregated ON and OFF pathways are capable of influ-
encing higher order cortical processing.Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 813
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Figure 7. Cooperative Discriminability of Edge Orientation and Po-
larity
(A) Representative edge tuning curves pooled across edge polarity (red), or at
the preferred polarity (blue).
(B) Orientation selectivity is significantly enhanced at the preferred polarity.
(C) Representative edge-evoked polarity responses either pooled across edge
orientations (red) or at the preferred orientation (blue).
(D) Polarity selectivity is significantly enhanced at the preferred edge orientation.
(E and F) Discriminability (d0 from ROC analysis) of orthogonal orientations (E)
and adjacent orientations (F) is significantly greater at the preferred polarity.
Colored points in (E)–(H) indicate median and interquartile range for neurons
binned according to RSI (blue, RSI < 0.3; green, RSI 0.3 to 0.3; red, RSI >
0.3, corresponding to grating dominated, balanced, and uniform luminance
dominated responses).
814 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Potential Circuit Mechanisms for Polarity Selectivity in
Layer 2/3
Feedforward inputs from layer 4 simple cells with matched
biases for either ON or OFF are a clear candidate to produce
the joint representation of orientation and polarity we find in layer
2/3 neurons. Pooling inputs across simple cells with matched
orientation and polarity but varied spatial phase would give rise
to complex receptive fields with a preference for both edge
orientation and polarity. The responses of a subset of layer 2/3
neurons to changes in uniform luminance could result from a
similar aggregation of layer 4 inputs, albeit one that pools across
simple cell orientation as well as spatial phase.
Alternatively, responses to uniform luminance could occur
through direct innervation of layer 2/3 neurons by geniculocorti-
cal axons, analogous to the konicellular and parvocellular C lam-
ina input to cytochrome oxidase blobs observed in primates and
cats respectively (Livingstone and Hubel, 1982; Fitzpatrick et al.,
1983; Boyd and Matsubara, 1996; Hendry and Reid, 2000).
Indeed, uniform luminance changes have been shown to drive
robust responses in the thin stripes of primate V2 (Wang et al.,
2007), an area which receives its principle synaptic input from
cytochrome oxidase blobs (Sincich and Horton, 2005). The pres-
ence of a direct thalamocortical projection might account for the
lower orientation selectivity (Figure S3) and more simple-like
receptive fields observed in neurons driven strongly to uniform
luminance changes (Figure S5).
The results presented here show a slightly greater number of
ON- versus OFF-preferring neurons in layer 2/3, a bias that con-
trasts with the OFF dominance that has been reported in the pri-
mate and cat visual cortex (Jin et al., 2008; Yeh et al., 2009; Xing
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015). This difference could be due to a
fundamental difference in ON – OFF biases that are present in
inputs supplied by the lateral geniculate nucleus. Indeed, geni-
culocortical axons terminating in layer 4 of the cat have been
shown to exhibit an OFF bias (Jin et al., 2008), while those in
the ferret exhibit an ON bias (Zahs and Stryker, 1988). But, the
OFF bias in geniculocortical axons that has been reported in
cat layer 4 is present only within the area centralis representa-
tion, at eccentricities <5 (Jin et al., 2008) raising another poten-
tial explanation: that the difference in the polarity of the bias
reflects differences in the eccentricity at which the data were ac-
quired. Consistent with this possibility, the cortical regions most
accessible to imaging in ferrets (including the areas imaged in
this study) represent the lower visual field 10-20 below the hor-
izontal meridian (Law et al., 1988).
Organization of Multiple Functional Maps in Visual
Cortex
Given these observations, polarity selectivity should now be
added to the list of fundamental visual response properties
that are arranged in a modular fashion within cortical layer 2/3.(G) Discriminability of ON versus OFF edges is significantly enhanced at the
preferred orientation.
(H) Combined discriminability along the intersection of preferred orientation
and polarity is significantly greater than for either orientation or polarity alone.
See also Figure S7.
Previous studies have demonstrated orderly modular mapping
for orientation, direction of motion, and spatial frequency, as
well as the relative strength of the inputs from the two eyes (Blas-
del and Salama, 1986; Weliky et al., 1996; Issa et al., 2000;
reviewed in Nauhaus and Nielsen, 2014). While the functional
significance of columnar architecture continues to be debated
(e.g., see Horton and Adams, 2005), the presence of multiple
modular maps in visual cortex implies that the spatial layout of
each feature map must be constrained by the spatial layout of
other maps in order to accommodate a complete representation
of stimulus features in the visual cortex. Indeed, several studies
in carnivores and primates have suggested that optimal
coverage of multiple feature maps is achieved by organizing
maps orthogonally to each other (Blasdel and Salama, 1986;
Swindale, 1991; Bartfeld and Grinvald, 1992; Obermayer and
Blasdel, 1993; Hu¨bener et al., 1997; Swindale et al., 2000; Nau-
haus et al., 2012).
However, evidence for orthogonality between functional maps
in the ferret remains mixed. In addition to the lack of orthogo-
nality between polarity and orientation maps we show here,
two other imaging studies reported a weak tendency for the
orientation and ocular dominance maps to be orthogonal (White
et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2005). This lack of strong orthogonal
relationships between functional maps might indicate that the
general principle of stimulus coverage is relaxed. Yet theoretical
work suggests that if hypercolumns of one or more feature
maps are spatially isotropic, the benefit of orthogonality is dimin-
ished (Swindale, 1991). Moreover, stimulus space coverage
is improved whenever there is a mismatch in the hypercolumn
size between two features maps. Thus, we postulate that
structural differences between hypercolumns, rather than an
orthogonal organization of maps, contribute toward extensive
coverage of stimulus space in ferret visual cortex.
Contribution of Luminance Polarity to Visual Perception
Our results emphasize that polarity selectivity is a pervasive
feature of layer 2/3 neurons, impacting the responses of neurons
that exhibit a broad range of properties including a response to
uniform luminance, as well as selectivity for the orientation of
edges and for direction of motion. While segregation of the infor-
mation from ON and OFF pathways in early visual areas is well
documented, considerably less attention hasbeenpaid to thede-
gree towhichcortical networksmaintainpolarity selectivesignals,
and the role that these signals play in encoding visual information.
Indeed, much of the literature on the responses of complex cells,
thepredominantcell type in layer 2/3of carnivoreshasnotconsid-
ered polarity selectivity a major factor in the mechanisms that
underlie coding of visual information by these neurons.
The fact that orientation and polarity preference are insepa-
rable in the responses of layer 2/3 neurons has several implica-
tions for downstream coding, including suggesting a potential
neural substrate for thewell documented impact of oriented con-
tours on brightness perception (Paradiso, 2000). The clear polar-
ity-dependent gains in orientation discriminability also suggest
that generating a downstream orientation detector indifferent
to polarity through the pooling of both ON andOFF biased inputs
originating in layer 2/3 neurons would necessarily result in
decreased orientation discriminability in the downstream cell.A similar argument holds for the assembly of a pan-orientation
detector of edge polarity, which would necessarily abandon
the orientation-specific gains in polarity discrimination present
in layer 2/3 neurons. Thus, our finding that edge orientation
and polarity are inseparably linked in nearly all layer 2/3 neurons
implies that in order to avoid a loss of selectivity, separate pro-
cessing of ON and OFF pathways must continue beyond layer
2/3 and into higher visual areas.
The idea that information from ON and OFF channels con-
tinues to be processed in parallel by cortical circuits is consistent
with evidence from human psychophysical studies showing that
the cortical mechanisms for encoding direction of motion and
stereopsis extract these properties independently for light and
dark stimuli (Mather et al., 1991; Harris and Parker, 1995; Clark
et al., 2014). Furthermore, maintaining separate pathways allows
the cortex to take advantage of asymmetries in ON and OFF pro-
cessing, including enhanced spatial resolution and faster pro-
cessing of dark stimuli (Jin et al., 2011a; Komban et al., 2011,
2014; Kremkow et al., 2014). The separate processing of light
and dark stimuli appears to enhance the fidelity of motion esti-
mation, taking advantage of correlations in natural scenes (Clark
et al., 2014). Similarly, disparity tuning mechanisms are thought
to benefit from distinct light and dark signals in matching the in-
puts from the two eyes, and in extracting environmental correla-
tions between brightness and depth (Samonds et al., 2012).
Indeed, blocking the ON pathway in primates slows behavioral
discrimination of both motion and stereoscopic depth (Schiller
et al., 1986). Polarity signals also appear critical for the cortical
mechanisms that are responsible for higher order perceptual
functions such as the detection and recognition of faces (Lewis
and Edmonds, 2003, 2005; Liu-Shuang et al., 2015). In short,
the modular arrangement of polarity selectivity in layer 2/3 of
primary visual cortex emphasizes the critical contribution that
polarity-specific signals make to cortical mechanisms of visual
processing, a contribution that originates in distinct populations
of retinal bipolar cells, and is maintained by the cortical neurons
that supply synaptic input to multiple extrastriate areas.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All experimental procedures were approved by the Max Planck Florida Insti-
tute for Neuroscience Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and
were performed in accordancewith guidelines from the U.S. National Institutes
of Health. Fifteen female ferrets were obtained from Marshall Farms and were
housed a 16 hr light/8 hr dark cycle. Animal ages ranged from P30 to P496.
Within this dataset, seven animals were aged P30–P40, during which time
orientation maps strengthen and direction maps emerge; eight animals were
between P40 and P60 when orientation and direction maps are mature; and
two adult jills (P406 and P496).
Viral injections of AAV2/1.hSyn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 were performed as
previously described (Smith et al., 2015).
Cranial Window Surgery
After 6–14 days, animals were anesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg) and
maintained with isoflurane (1%–2%), a tracheotomy was performed, and an
IV catheter was inserted into either the cephalic vein or the external jugular
vein. Animals were mechanically ventilated and both heart rate and end-tidal
CO2 were monitored throughout the experiment. A metal headplate was im-
planted over the injected region and a craniotomy was performed. The dura
was then resected, and the brain stabilized with a 2% agarose plug and an
8 mm glass coverslip. In some animals, the agarose plug was substituted,Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 815
and instead a clear Kwik-Sil plug (World Precision Instruments, 3–4 mm diam-
eter, 1 mm thickness) or a custom glass coverslip (3 mm diameter, 1.4 mm
thickness) was adhered to the 8 mm glass coverslip. The headplate was her-
metically sealed with a stainless steel retaining ring (5/16’’ internal retaining
ring, McMaster-Carr) and glue (VetBond, 3M).
For imaging, isoflurane was reduced to 0.5%–0.75% and animals were
paralyzed with either vecuronium or pancuronium bromide (2 mg/kg/hr in
lactated Ringer’s, delivered IV). This anesthetic regimen produced highly sta-
ble heart rates of 280–330 bpm for the duration of imaging, with end-tidal CO2
levels stably maintained between 35 and 45 mmHg. Phenylephrine (1.25%–
5%) and tropicamide (0.5%) were applied to the eyes to retract the nictitating
membrane and dilate the pupil, and the cornea was protected with regular
application of silicon oil.
Wide-Field Epifluorescence and Two-Photon Imaging
Wide-field eplifuoresence imaging was achieved with a Zyla 5.5 sCMOS cam-
era (Andor) controlled by mManager (Edelstein et al., 2010). Images were
acquired at 15Hz with 43 4 binning to yield 6403 540 pixels. Two-photon im-
aging was performed with either an Ultima IV microscope (Prairie Technolo-
gies) or B-Scope microscope (ThorLabs) driven by a Mai-Tai DeepSee laser
(Spectra Physics) at 910 nm. For the Ultima IV microscope images were
collected at 0.6–1.6 Hz. For the B-Scope controlled by ScanImage 4.2 (Vidreo
Technologies) four image z-planes (512 3 512 pixels) separated by 30 mm
were acquired at 6Hz with a piezo controller.
Visual Stimulation
Visual stimuli were delivered on an LCD screen placed approximately
25–30 cm in front of the eyes. Uniform luminance transitions were used to
evoke ON and OFF responses with luminance values ranging between black
(0.3 cd/m2) and white (251 cd/m2). All ON–OFF responses in the paper, except
those shown in Figures 1J and S2C, were evoked with luminance transitions
exhibiting aMichelson contrast of 1. For evoking orientation responses, stimuli
were full-field sinusoidal or square wave gratings at 100% contrast, at 0.015–
0.40 cycles per degree, drifting at 1 or 4 Hz, presented at one of eight direc-
tions of motion. Edge stimuli consisted of a single edge at 100% contrast
drifted across the screen at one of sixteen directions of motion (at 0.125 Hz).
For each direction of motion, the polarity of the edge was alternated between
an ON and OFF edge (i.e., an ON edge consists of a black screen with a swept
white edge, and an OFF edge was a white screen with a swept black edge). All
stimuli were produced using PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007).
Two-Photon Imaging
ROIs were manually drawn around identified neurons and raw fluorescence for
each framewascomputedas themeanof all pixels in the cellular ROI.On a trial-
by-trial basis, stimulus-evoked responseswere taken as the peakDF/F0 during
the first 2 s of the stimulus interval. F0 was computed by applying a 60 smedian
filter to fluorescence traces, followed by a first-order Butterworth high-pass fil-
ter with a cut-off time of 60 s. Neuronswere considered visually responsive to a
stimulus if the response to the preferred stimulus (averaged across trials) was
both greater than zero and 2 SD above the mean blank response.
Wide-Field Epifluorescence Imaging
As fields of view are larger for wide-field epifluorescence imaging, functional
maps were only collected from a single cortical location in each animal.
Responses were expressed as DF/F0, where F0 is defined as the last 2 s of
the inter-stimulus interval immediately preceding stimulus onset. For analysis
of wide-field epifluorescence single-condition maps, a spatial filter was some-
times necessary to eliminate signal strength variations and measurement
noise (see Supplemental experimental procedures). Spatial filtering was
explicitly excluded from Figures 1A–1C, S1A–S1C, 2A–2C, 4C, and S2C.
General Analysis
For both cells and pixels, polarity selectivity was measured through the use of
an ON – OFF ratio (OOR), defined as the trial-averaged differential response
between ON responses (luminance increments, RON) and OFF responses
(luminance decrements, ROFF), and computed as OOR = (RON-ROFF)/(RON+
ROFF). Polarity selectivity is the absolute value of OOR.816 Neuron 88, 805–818, November 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Response strength index (RSI) was computed using the strongest
evoked responses to a uniform luminance stimulus and contrast gratings,
RSI = (Runiform-Rgrating)/(Runiform+Rgrating), where Runiform is the strongest uni-
form luminance response (either ON or OFF) and Rgrating is the strongest
grating response. For some analyses (Figures S3–S5 and S7), neurons were
binned according to their RSI, with RSI < 0.3 (2:1 bias toward contrast
grating responses) termed contrast grating biased (C), RSI > 0.3 (2:1 bias
toward uniform luminance responses) termed uniform luminance biased (L),
and intermediate RSI values termed nonbiased (N). Spatial clustering of RSI
was assessed as above.
Analysis of Functional Maps
Correlations between functional maps were computed as the pixelwise Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient in the imaging ROI. Wavelet analysis was used to
quantify the mean domain spacing and bandedness within each functional
map. Map relationships were assessed by computing the angle between the
spatial gradients of the orientation preference and polarity maps. Spatial
gradients were computed as the approximate spatial derivative at each point
in a map. Coverage maps were computed pixelwise by determining the
normalized percentage of a given stimulus space that is represented within
a local neighborhood surrounding each pixel. The local neighborhood
searched ranged from a diameter of 500–2,000 mm.
Analysis of Wide-Field Epifluorescence Data for Edge Stimulus
Stimulus-evoked responses were taken as the peak fluorescence across the
stimuli period. For each direction, polarity maps were computed as a differ-
ence between sweeps of the ON polarity and OFF polarity. A polarity map
for the edge stimulus was computed by averaging OOR maps across all
presented directions. Next, we computed a matching response index (MI) to
estimate how much of the spatial pattern of edge-evoked responses could
be predicted by either polarity preference, orientation preference, or an inter-
section of both properties. For considering whether a pixel was better modu-
lated by polarity, orientation, or intersection, pixels were segregated into
different bins based upon their orientation and polarity preference. Based
upon the above binning, the appropriate trial-averaged single-condition
edge maps were selected to compute a pixel’s relative edge selectivity for
polarity, orientation, and intersection. A pixel was considered to be best
described by either polarity, orientation, or intersection depending on which
of the three edge selectivity measures had the largest value.
Analysis of Cellular Data for Edge Stimulus
For each neuron, fluorescence signals were converted to DF/F0 with F0 calcu-
lated with a median filter and corrected for the response delay (Kalatsky and
Stryker, 2003; Fiorani et al., 2014). Receptive fields (RFs) were derived from
drifting edge stimuli by backprojecting the calcium responses into stimulus
space (Fiorani et al., 2014), thresholded, and fit with a 2D Gaussian. Overlap
index was computed as in (Martinez et al., 2005).
For each neuron, the edge evoked response for a stimulus was taken as the
peak DF/F0 value within each stimulus presentation, following application of a
three-sample median filter. Baseline responses were taken during the first 1 s
of each stimulus presentation, when the edge was well outside of the receptive
field. Stimulus discriminability was assessed through receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) analysis, and d-prime (d0) was calculated as 2*(AUC  0.5),
where AUC is the area under the ROC curve.
Statistics
Nonparametric methods were used throughout the paper. Global tests of sig-
nificance (Kruskal-Wallis (KW)) were followed by post hoc tests: Wilcoxon sign
rank (WSR) and Wilcoxon rank sum (WRS).
Additional details are available in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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